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Reviewer's report:

PULM-D-18-00628 is about nosocomial cross transmission of MERS-CoV during the 2015 South Korean Outbreak.

Many published articles had related and explored transmission chain with in particular superspreadre identification.

This manuscript gave new way to understand reasons of this spreading.

They intensively redraw the contacts and routes used by one of these spreader.

The most remarkable contribution of this article is to highlight that standard protection and hygiene measures can contain the spread of the MERS-CoV virus.

I think this manuscript is suitable for publication in BMC Pulmonary Medicine after minor revisions listed below.

- In Background:

- remove new lethal in the first sentence

- remove new in the last sentence of the first paragraph

In Results:

- in The Index patient section:
- I think you made a mistake in dates because first you wrote 7 June then 7 May.

Globally:
What are the differences between X-Ray and Roentograms?
For numbers between one to ten I prefer when they are fully written.
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I am able to assess the statistics

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Acceptable
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